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Instrumental chase scene music from hell, complex guitar rhythms at a fevered pace backed by drum

beats from another world. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Instrumental Rock, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details:

Trevor Baldock teams up with long time friend and accomplished musician/instructor, David Bown for this

eleven track hard-drivin' instrumental ride. Style classification is a rough one here, the best description

is:"A hard staccato rock bordering on the strange that often stumbles onto graceful landings". Trevor

Baldock has played in bands in and around Southern California and Central Texas.With many ideas

floating around, a long list of finished compositions, and growing tired of "the band thing" he moved to the

family farm in New Mexico setting out to finish a body of work.His first CD "Outta Nowhere" was a proving

ground, showing much potential and fueling the desire to do "the harder stuff".This latest release has

nothing to prove,.. just an in your face rock out! David Bown, being the only real choice for this project,

has been playing drums from a very early age.Teaching drums by the time he was in high school there's

no doubt what he was born to do.He has played in numerous bands in and around Southern California,

picking up gigs here and there, he's just one of those naturals that can play it all, will play it with anyone

simply because he loves to jam, and shows his mighty skills on track five "A Lil' Jungle", a solo that's sure

to frustrate aspiring drummers for years to come.David is co-owner/instructor at "Music Lessons Central"

San Bernardino California, and you can see his other feats of magic at his bandsite "hindsight2020.net".

This CD also shows the substantial talents of Fred Baldock, former bandmate of both Trevor and David in

separate bands.Strong songwriting and solo skills that can be heard on track two "That was Then" written

and arranged by Fred Baldock, proof that art will manifest. With their musical history/chemistry, Trevor's

songs and David's chops are the perfect combination to complete this project.
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